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What is HOT Lunch?

What is HOT Lunch? 

HOT Lunch is a 50 minute lunch period where the entire school is at lunch.  Our goal is to use this period of the school day to 
provide intervention, enrichment, access to clubs and intramurals, and an opportunity for our eligible juniors and seniors to go 
off campus safely.  Where students are being successful academically, they will have more freedom to decide what “on task” 
means for them during this period of the day.  In cases where students need additional supports, the staff will guide them to 
specific tutorials, study halls, etc. 

How does it work? 

Students should allocate about half of their time for eating and the other half for their activity.  Some logistics that will help you 
during HOT Lunch include: 

The lunch is divided into two periods of time:  A Lunch which is 10:24-10:49am and B Lunch which is 10:49-11:14am.  
Students will hear a bell ring at the beginning of B Lunch.  Clubs and tutorials will often be advertised as happening 
during either A or B Lunch.   
Students with last names A-L are encouraged to eat during A Lunch while students with last names M-Z are encouraged to 
eat during B Lunch.  When you need to attend tutorials or clubs, it is OK to eat during the other time.  The goal is to 
spread out the time spent waiting in line for food. 
Students are allowed to be in the cafeteria, in the locker bays, with teachers attending tutorials or clubs, in the courtyard 
(weather permitting), or in another approved/supervised setting.  The Media Center is also available to students for silent 
reading, group work, or time on the computer. 
Students are NOT allowed to sit along the academic hallways, loiter in the stairwells, loiter along the commons area 
walkways, or be outside in unsupervised areas.  Students who do not have an off campus lunch pass are not permitted in 
the parking lots. 
Staff members monitor “open” areas during HOT lunch. 
Students who cause disruption during HOT Lunch may have their ability to have freedom of movement taken away during 
this time. 

What are “directed tutorials”? 

Staff members have the ability to assign students to HOT Lunch Directed Tutorials when they deem that a student needs 
academic assistance in their classroom.  If a student is failing a course, the teacher MUST assign directed tutorials for the 
student.  It is the student’s responsibility to sign in for their tutorial.  This will be monitored by administration.  If a student does 
not attend a directed tutorial, an administrative referral will be created.  This referral can result in individual counseling, 
consequence for nonattendance, and/or revocation of the off campus lunch pass. 

When and where are the tutorials? 

Tutorials are scheduled by department at the following times.  Teachers will provide information on locations. 

Mondays:  English (A Lunch), Science (B Lunch), World Languages (B Lunch) 
Tuesdays:  Career & Technical Education (A Lunch), Special Programs (A Lunch), Math (B Lunch) 
Wednesdays:  Science (A Lunch), ESL (A Lunch), Social Studies (B Lunch), Special Programs (B Lunch) 
Thursdays:  Math (A Lunch), Fine Arts (A Lunch), English (B Lunch), CTE (B Lunch) 
Fridays:  Social Studies (A Lunch), World Languages (B Lunch), Fine Arts (B Lunch) 

Teachers may provide additional time for tutorials outside of these times.  Please see your teacher with any questions. 

Still have questions about HOT Lunch? 

Questions can be addressed to your counselor or administrator.  You are always welcome to stop by the front office during 
HOT Lunch and ask a question.  Students and parents are also welcome to submit a question via the online feedback form at 
bit.ly/hshsfeedback.   

http://bit.ly/hshsfeedback

